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Abstract. Innovation is one of the important sources of competitive advantage for the restaurant 
business in the era of the latest technologies and means of communication. In the innovative economy, 
the sphere of the restaurant business is transformed into a completely new one, changing its own 
technological, process, operational basis. The purpose of the article is to generalize the functional 
characteristics of restaurant business management in the conditions of the innovative economy, to 
identify their specific effects on the development of the restaurant business. The following research 
methods were used in the article: the method of analysis, generalization and synthesis, a systematic 
approach to systematize the functional characteristics of restaurant business management. It has been 
established that the innovative economy is characterized by qualitative changes, which should include 
technical and technical progress, the introduction of innovation, etc. Under such conditions, the 
effective and efficient management of the restaurant business should take place thanks to the 
implementation of functional characteristics. The latter combine the purpose of the restaurant 
business, principles and standards of its management process, , restaurant business development 
objectives, restaurant business guidelines, functions and tools of the restaurant business management 
system, influencing factors and laws of economic influence on the development, the means of the 
restaurant business operation business. The main task to combine all characteristics and use them in 
the course of restaurant business management. Elaboration of these important problems requires 
further empirical research, which will provide a basis for diagnosing the current situation and 
preparing an innovative strategy for the development of the restaurant business, taking into account 
the peculiarities of the functioning of the innovative economy.

Key words: innovations, restaurant business, management, functional characteristics, innovative 
economy.4

Introduction. Innovative economy is based on scientific knowledge, 
innovations, on the perception of new systems and technologies, on the ability of 
practical implementation of innovations. Innovation is becoming a key factor in 
competitiveness and plays an important role in the national economy. Innovation is 
one of the main sources of competitive advantage for the restaurant business in the era 
of new technologies, means of communication and knowledge economy. In the 
innovative economy, the restaurant business is transformed into a radically new one, 
changing its technological basis.

The management of the restaurant business was born as a result of the objective 
world in terms of knowledge of processes, accumulation of experience and constant 
collision of theory with practice. Business conditions are changing very quickly. It is 
advisable to select business management tools in accordance with the objectives. 
Managers need to keep up with current trends, test innovative solutions or improve 
existing solutions.

The interdisciplinary nature of the science of restaurant business management 
has naturally given rise to many historical, modern trends and schools of management. 
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The growing turbulence of the restaurant business environment affects changes in the 
content and forms of its management and complicates the identification of 
epistemological categories at the level of generality. The lack of precise and 
unambiguously understood basic aspects in science raises opinions about the lack of a 
clearly defined subject of study and the immaturity of this area of human activity as a 
scientific discipline.

Literature Review. Scientific and theoretical foundations of restaurant business 
management are reflected in the economic works of such scientists as Zapukhlyak I.B. 
[1], Zelinska H.O. [1], Pobihun S.A. [1], Yurynets Z.V. [3], Petrukh O. A. [3] and 
others who have made a significant contribution to the formation and development of 
the concept of the restaurant management system, in particular in an innovative 
economy. Despite the great scientific interest of researchers in studying the problem of 
restaurant business management, it should be noted the lack of sufficient classification 
features that would describe the peculiarities of the formation and development of the 
restaurant management system in the innovation economy. This adversely affects the 
efficiency and effectiveness of production and sales, provision of services, necessitates 
forward research on the specifics of restaurant business management.

urpose of the study. The aim of the article is to generalize the functional 
characteristics of restaurant business management in an innovative economy, to 
identify their features of influence on the development of the restaurant business.

Research results. In the economic literature, we can find a sufficient number of 
works devoted to the management of the restaurant business in an innovative 
economy. All aspects of this issue are related to:

- Formation of the basics of business management,
- Search for characteristics and elements of the restaurant business management 

system,
- Substantiation of the main features of restaurant business management,
- Resource efficiency,
- Selection of optimal indicators and methods of evaluation of internal processes;
- Search for optimal management decisions and effective decisions;
- Classical and modern principles of restaurant business management;
- Development and application of approaches to restaurant business management;
- Tools for managing the restaurant business;
- Problems of managing restaurants of different sizes;
- Features of restaurant business management.
The effectiveness and efficiency of restaurant business management is due to the 

different number and complexity of internal factors and parameters. This applies to the 
application of innovation in business, the level of development of operational 
processes, labor cooperation, and use of available and innovative resources, motivation 
system. The most important aspect is the level of integration of all factors in their 
application in the business management process. The combined use of factors 
contributes to the effective development of the restaurant business.

Effective management of the restaurant business is due to the implementation of 
a number of functional characteristics that combine the purpose of activity of the 
restaurant business, principles and standards, development objectives, landmarks, 
management tools, management tools, management functions, laws of economic 
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impact on business development, conditions of development, means of functioning of 
restaurant business and factors influencing the development of the restaurant business.

Functional features of restaurant business management [1; 2; 3]:
- Purpose of the activity (ensuring stable operation, economic growth, strategic 

development, business competitiveness, balanced business processes, attracting 
customers, increasing profits, maintaining competitive advantage in the market);

- Principles and standards (integration, economy, continuity, optimality, 
complexity, flexibility, objectivity, alternative);

- Development objectives (research and elimination of disparities in business 
deviations, creating contradictions as a basis for business development, information 
and analytical support of business development, ensuring effective and efficient use of 
resources, maintaining and strengthening competitive positions, development and 
implementation of business development policy);

- Landmarks (organizational, financial and economic, social and psychological, 
environmental);

- Management methods (socio-psychological - social, psychological, moral; 
economic and technological - economic, technological, material; administrative and 
legal -organizational, administrative, disciplinary, budgeting, economic plans, design 
documents, social plans, incentives and sanctions, administrative and disciplinary 
instruments);

- Management tools (by direction of influence: direct and indirect influence 
(orders, instructions, instructions, regulations, plans); by way of taking into account 
the interests of employees: material, power, moral influence (economic incentives, 
staffing, regulations, contracts, moral incentives) by form of influence: qualitative, 
quantitative (instructions, estimates), by functional focus: organizational, planning, 
coordination, control, regulatory, motivational (controlling, regulation, strategic maps, 
monitoring, reengineering), by scope: marketing, financial , operational, etc. (factor 
analysis, benchmarking, outsourcing, etc.), the degree of novelty: creative, adaptive, 
selective, standard, non-standard (innovative, creative, exploratory), the scale of 
application (general, special), taking into account the time factor static, dynamic 
(balance, optimization, dynamic)); duration: long-term, medium-term, current 
(strategic, tactical, operational); by form of expression: conceptual, analytical 
(descriptive - Porter's strategic model, SWOT-analysis, PEST-analysis, etc.; 
formalized - BCG matrix, McKinsey-7S matrix, etc.); by direction of action: internal, 
external; by radical action: adaptive and bifurcation));

- Management functions (micro functions - analysis and evaluation of the state 
and trends of business development, planning, organization, programming, 
forecasting, motivation, process control, monitoring results, regulation, business 
communication, information protection, etc.; macro functions - production of products 
and services, implementation products and services, organization of consumption, 
financing, marketing and sales, innovation, etc.);

- Laws of economic influence on business development (general and specific; 
economic laws in force in socio-economic formations; economic laws in force at one 
of the stages of production (operational) processes);

- Conditions of development (conditions of growth of business activity; 
conditions of maintenance of restaurant business; conditions caused by the formed 
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demand; conditions caused by availability of resources; conditions caused by financial 
restrictions);

- Means of functioning of restaurant business (analysis of service and product 
quality; introduction or improvement of quality standards in business; assessment of 
the appearance of decoration; prestige; analysis of global and domestic trends in the 
restaurant industry; expanding and improving the range of services, taking into 
account the wishes of regular customers; from opportunities and limitations, the 
introduction of feedback from suppliers on the system of procurement, supply and 
acceptance of food stocks, improvement or development of dishes or additional 
menus, taking into account the wishes of regular customers);

- Factors influencing the development of the restaurant business (internal and 
external; factors that are focused on developing conditions for regulating the 
development of the restaurant business; factors that determine the incentives to form 
and develop the potential of the restaurant business).

The most important criterion for assessing the level of strategic business 
development in the formation of an innovative economy is sustainability. At the same 
time, the main goals of business development are economic growth, competitiveness, 
balanced processes, ensuring stable operation. The basis of business development is 
strategy. Therefore, an integral element is the need to study the directions of obtaining 
targets through the formation of an innovative strategy for the development of the 
restaurant business with limited resources. In this context, the problem of forming an 
innovative strategy for the development of the restaurant business is considered 
extremely relevant today.

Conclusions. The innovation economy is characterized by qualitative changes, 
which include technical and technological progress, innovation, and so on. Under such 
conditions, effective and efficient restaurant business management should be achieved 
by ensuring the introduction of functional characteristics that combine the purpose of 
the restaurant business, principles and standards of the restaurant business 
management process, restaurant business development objectives, restaurant business 
guidelines, functions and tools of the restaurant business management system. laws of 
economic influence on the development of restaurant business, conditions of 
development of restaurant business, means of functioning of restaurant business, 
factors of influence on development of restaurant business. The study of these 
problems requires further empirical research, which will provide a basis for diagnosing 
the current situation and preparing an innovative strategy for the development of the 
restaurant business, taking into account the peculiarities of the innovative economy.
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